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A Journey of Longing, Loss, and Unbreakable Bonds

Prepare to be captivated by the whimsical and poignant world of "Want
You," a graphic novel by renowned artist and author Lisa Hanawalt. This
enchanting tale follows the lives of Fox and Rabbit, two anthropomorphic
animals whose paths intertwine in an extraordinary tapestry of love, loss,
and unbreakable friendship.

Fox, a confident and adventurous fox, is searching for something more in
her life. When she meets Rabbit, a shy and timid rabbit, she is instantly
drawn to his kind heart and gentle spirit. As their bond deepens, they
navigate the complexities of love, heartbreak, and the inevitable challenges
that life throws their way.

A Masterful Blend of Humor and Heartbreak

Hanawalt's signature wit and masterful storytelling ability shine through in
"Want You." The novel effortlessly blends laugh-out-loud humor with
moments of profound emotional depth. Her anthropomorphic characters
are imbued with relatable personalities and struggles, making their journey
both entertaining and deeply moving.
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Through Fox and Rabbit's eyes, we witness the bittersweet nature of love
and the resilience of friendship. Hanawalt explores themes of longing,
heartbreak, and the enduring power of hope with honesty and compassion.
The result is a graphic novel that is both uproariously funny and deeply
resonant.

Stunning Artwork and Captivating Storytelling

Hanawalt's artwork is a visual feast that brings the world of "Want You" to
life. Her vibrant colors and expressive linework create a rich and immersive
environment for the characters to inhabit. Each panel is a work of art,
meticulously crafted to convey the emotions and complexities of the
narrative.

Hanawalt's storytelling is equally captivating. She deftly weaves together
humor, drama, and slice-of-life moments, creating a narrative that is both
engaging and thought-provoking. The pacing is impeccable, keeping
readers on the edge of their seats until the very last page.

A Must-Read for Lovers of Graphic Novels and Storytelling

Whether you're a seasoned graphic novel enthusiast or a newcomer to the
genre, "Want You" is a must-read. Lisa Hanawalt's exceptional storytelling
and stunning artwork create a world that is both enchanting and
unforgettable.

Immerse yourself in the journey of Fox and Rabbit as they navigate the
complexities of life, love, and friendship. "Want You" is a graphic novel that
will stay with you long after you finish reading it.

Buy "Want You" Now
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